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Tuning fork therapy for dogs

New books take a look at how to use your tune fork on your dog chakra system to elicit health and healing. Books show both the 7 major chakras and several minor chakras to use on your pets. Easy to follow diagrams and illustrations. The print book is $12.99 plus $3.99 mailed inside the UNITED States (extra mailed outside of the UNITED STATES) Emailed version is only
$10.00 for the ebook. Click below for ebook version. Please note - I am not going to produce ships outside the U.S. and total less than $200. If you want to place a great order, contact me first at TFtherapy@cs.com. If you insist on command anyway, your money will be rebounded to you less the paypal fees charge me for the refund. Fork or tuner disorders are commonly used for
vibrational therapy and sound. Vibrational therapy is done by putting a fork of tune on the body (muscles, bones, spine or joints) to create balance in the energy system, while sound therapy involves keeping the tune of fork several inches away from the body or near the dog's ear. A melon fork is an aqueous two-tined fork usually made of steel. It will be reasoned through a
constant note when hit against an activator or surface. Tons of music and pitch depend on the length of the fork's tine. The frequency is measured in hertz. A fifth pure interval (from C to G, for example) is most commonly used for vibrational or sound healing (an interval is the space between two notes). With a stiff fork, the distance between tons is a fifth interval. The frequency of
OM (136.10 hertz), known as earth vibrations, helps create deep diverting of your dog, and has a lot of healing quality. you can buy OM mixed forks that plumb to create this cured frequency. The three mercenary OM I recommend are 90.73 hertz (11/2 times lower than OM), current OM frequency of 136.10 hertz, and 204.15 hertz (11/2 times higher than OM). Tune the
inexperienced forks and can be purchased at many topical wellness centers and on the internet. A simple three-step 1 treatment. To activate a mixing fork, keep the bottom (end of skin) of the fork off your finger and gently hit the flat side of the fork against an activator (tires containing tires) or arms/legs. you will see the slight movement of the fork and will feel and hear the hum of
this action created. Place the fork up to your ears to experience what your dog will hear and feel. Practicing this triggers several times to make sure they are comfortable with the Movement.2. You need to get your dog to reside in the hum and sound the fork mixed before you use it on his body. To let him experience the sound and hum, simply activate the fork and keep him about
6 in his nose. He'll be able to hear the soft vibrations, which will help facilitate any fears he might have when you start working with the fork around his head and body. 3. Vibrational Therapy can help many physical problems such as physicians, fractures, tear tendons or muscles. Choose an area of concern about your dog's body (maybe a knee has freezing). Activate the fork to
tune by striking it against an activator or your legs/arms, then keep the br in the fork near the healing void area. Avoid pressing the fork directly in the body, as the hum can cause pain. Keep keeping the fork wicked on the treatment area until the hum stops (you will be able to feel when it stops because you're still holding the fork by the shamb). Perform a series of three triggers in
the same area of treatment. The first activation opens the body's energy system, the second to clear it, and the third creates balance in it. If you prefer to try healing sounds, hit the fork to activate it and keep it close to your dog's ear (about 36 away) or lock in (but not on) a portion of his body that requires healing. Keep the fork in the area of anxiety until it stops to vibrate fully, then
do the triggers another twice. To help keep your dog in balance, make the therapy sound three times on each side of itself or body. As a general rule, vibrations therapy will help integrate into a deeper additional healing modality level such as Reiki, TTouch, acupuncture and massage. Sound therapy, meanwhile, will help solve with your dog's plot. When you actually participate in
giving your dog healing, you foster a closer relationship with him as well as help him to better health, happiness and quality of life. Using a fork to give him vibrational healing or sound is a simple and expensive way to do both! Page 2 Thank you for your interest in writing for Animal Wellness. As #1 of natural health magazines for pets in North America, we take pride in providing
our readers with the information they need to make healthcare choices ready for pet companions. Our publication embraced all the lististic spectrum, from physical health issues to our emotional and spiritual wellbeing. We welcome endless articles and story plans as long as they focus on listic healing, whether physical, emotional or spiritual. Items can range in length from 500 to
1,500 words. If you submit a plan for a story, please also send samples to your work. Before submitting to Animal Wellness, we ask that you familiarity yourself with our publication so that you have a strong sense of what kind of articles we publish. Consider topics you know well and/or that will offer special interests and calls to our readers. Please ensure that any health or
statistical facts that might appear in your article are accurate and from an accredited source. Please do not send multiple submissions (items have been sent in more than one publication) unless you have received confirmation that the history will not be used by magazine. Although we prefer to use original material only, we do sometimes publish extracted books. However, send
book-length manuscript. You can submit articles either by our online contact form, or by the mail at: Animal Wellness Magazine 160 Charlotte Street, Suite 202 Peterborough, SOU, Canada K9J 2T8. Be sure to include your name, address, phone number, FAX number and/or e-mail address on your manuscript. A short biographic sketch in mind is also recommended. If you are
sending your submission by regular mail, please also close a SASE and keep a copy of the item for your own files. Photos, where applicable, are also encouraged. They can be submitted either (at 300dpi) or as printed or slipped along with your manuscript. Make sure the pictures are highlighted and include your name, address and phone number. Each attempt is made to return
photographic material, but it is advisable that you keep copies of your images. Our return response time for submissions is four weeks. We pay for unlimited rights only. Materials will be returned to non-residents after due consideration. Page 3 Thank you for your interest in writing for Animal Wellness. As #1 of natural health magazines for pets in North America, we take pride in
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health or statistical facts that might appear in your article are accurate and from an accredited source. Please do not send multiple submissions (items that have been sent in more than one publication) unless you have received confirmation that the story will not be used by another magazine. Although we prefer to use original material only, we do sometimes publish extracted
books. However, send book-length manuscript. You can submit articles either by our online contact form, or by the mail at: Animal Wellness Magazine 160 Charlotte Street, Suite 202 Peterborough, SOU, Canada K9J 2T8. Be sure to include your name, address, phone number, FAX number and/or e-mail address on your manuscript. A short biographic sketch in mind is also
recommended. If you send your submission by regular mail, please close as well SASE and keep a copy of the item for your own records. Photos, where applicable, are also encouraged. They can be submitted either (at 300dpi) or as printed or slipped along with your manuscript. Make sure the pictures are highlighted and include your name, address and phone number. Each
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